
We understand that the production of statements 
and other business critical secure documents is 
an important but time consuming process. You 
need complete accuracy and assurance that your 
customers will receive the right information at the 
right time.

From design and print through to fulfillment and 
mailing, The TALL Group can find the most effective, 
secure and efficient ways to produce your statements 
when you require them.

Working from a purpose built secure facility with 
highly experienced teams we can produce  your 
statements on a daily, weekly, monthly, quarterly or 
adhoc basis.  You can then concentrate on your core 
activities with the knowledge that your customers’ 
important documents are in expert hands.

Statement Outsourcing 

Benefits to your business

Timesaving - The service can dramatically 
reduce the time taken to produce and send 
statements allowing you to focus on the other 
areas of your business.

Reduce costs - By outsourcing, you can save 
the cost associated with producing statements 
in-house.

Industry expertise - Elements such as analysis, 
contingency planning, industry insight and 
operational flexibility can produce valuable 
improvements to your entire process. We have 
experience in providing secure documents to 
over 15,000 companies including major financial 
institutions. 

Peace of mind - Our IS027001 (Information 
Security Management System) accreditation 
ensures your data is secure and contingency 
procedures are facilitated by dual-site capability 
with “mirror” equipment available at both sites.

Our professional focus on secure document print 
and mail reduces your risk associated with part 
time, in-house ad hoc resources.

The process
Consultation - with knowledge accumulated from 
years of experience our in-house experts will work 
with you to design a suitable process for issuing your 
statements.

Data import - we support a range of methods for 
secure data transfer and we are on hand to advise 
you of the most suitable option for you.

Secure printing - using the latest laser technology, 
documents are printed with a unique barcode that 
matches items to envelopes to ensure that correct, 
complete documents are sent every time, whether 
single or multi-page.

Mailing
Documents are enclosed and mailed using 
a state of the art DI950 Inserting System, 
designed to handle a wide range of mailings 
quickly and accurately. Our advanced mailing 
technology allows us to:

	 • Fold and insert documents at speeds up to  
  4,500 pieces per hour.

	 • Barcode match any number of documents  
  - 1D and 2D barcodes.

	 • Accommodate all common document   
  sizes using high capability and high   
  capacity sheet and envelope feeders.

	 • Handle multi-page statements or   
  promotional mail with multiple inserts of  
  varying sizes.

	 • Precisely control the contents of each   
  envelope through OMR and barcode   
  scanning.

	 • Track exactly what is sent to each recipient  
  using SureTrac file based tracking. 
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Do you spend multiple days each month printing and mailing statements?

We can help make better use of your time, reduce risk and save cost.
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